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constellation names constellation guide - constellation names and meanings andromeda the chained maiden genitive
andromedae andromeda is one of the greek constellations it was named after andromeda the daughter of cassiopeia and
cepheus in greek mythology who was chained and left for the sea monster cetus to eat and then saved by perseus,
constellation definition of constellation at dictionary com - astronomy any of various groups of stars to which definite
names have been given as ursa major ursa minor bo tes cancer orion the section of the heavens occupied by such a group
astrology the grouping or relative position of the stars as supposed to influence events especially at a person s birth,
constellation definition of constellation by the free - define constellation constellation synonyms constellation
pronunciation constellation translation english dictionary definition of constellation n 1 astronomy a a grouping of stars on
the celestial sphere perceived as a figure or design especially one of the 88 recognized groups named after, constellation
names and meanings all 88 constellations - constellation names and meanings all 88 constellations explained
constellation names and meanings all 88 constellations explained we ve all gazed up at the night sky admiring stars forming
familar shapes dressed in lore of ancient cultures, constellation meaning in the cambridge english dictionary constellation definition 1 any of the groups of stars in the sky that seem from earth to form a pattern and have been given
names 2 a group of famous or admired people all together in one place 3 a group of stars in the sky that appear to form a
pattern and that have a name
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